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Why would K-pop titans BTS
decide to step back from their
supergroup and focus on solo

careers while at the pinnacle of their
success? South Koreaʼs mandatory
military service, analysts say. Many of
the groupʼs fans-known as ARMY-
were moved by the “exhausted” pop
starsʼ emotional plea for time apart to
grow, but analysts say there may be a
more strategic reason behind the
pending hiatus.

All South Korean able-bodied young
men under the age of 30 must perform
around two years of military service,
mainly due to the fact that the country
remains technically at war with nuclear-
armed North Korea. The spectre of con-
scription has long hovered over BTS,
with its seven male stars ranging in age
from 24-year-old Jungkook to Jin, 29,
who must sign up by next year or risk jail
time. “The issue of military service was
clearly involved in the announcement,”
Lee Moon-won, a K-pop culture com-
mentator, told AFP, adding that it
seemed clear the band did not want to
continue making music unless all mem-
bers were available.

Allowing the band members to focus
on their solo careers was a “logical
move”, said Lee, as successive stints of
military service look set to disrupt the
septetʼs globetrotting schedule for the
next several years. Other K-pop groups,
such as Super Junior, have tried to con-
tinue performing and recording while
some of their stars take enforced career
breaks during active-duty service.

Exemption questions 
South Korea grants exemptions from

military service to some elite athletes,
such as Olympic medalists, and classi-
cal musicians-but pop stars do not quali-
fy. The lack of exemptions for BTS, who
are credited with generating billions of
dollars for the South Korean economy,
sparked debate and even prompted a
possible law revision.

But the draft bill went nowhere in par-
liament, and with mandatory service
looming, the band made a “sensible
decision to halt their group activity”, Lee
said. From K-pop stars like G-Dragon to
Hallyu heartthrobs like Song Joong-ki,
many South Korean male entertainers
have performed their military service

and continued their careers after.
Who does-and does not-undertake

military service is a highly-charged issue
in South Korea and suspicions of evad-
ing active duty can sound a death knell
for careers. One 1990s pop star, Steve
Yoo, renounced his South Korean citi-
zenship to avoid service but inadvertent-
ly torpedoed his career as his popularity
plunged after he was seen as shirking
his duty.

Refusing to serve is a crime, and can
lead to imprisonment and social stigma,
but even so some South Koreans go to
extreme measures-trying to gain weight
or having unnecessary surgery, for
example-to evade service, AFP has
reported. But BTS have not shown any
signs of trying to evade the draft.

“As a South Korean young man, I
believe military service is a natural
course. And as I have always said, I will
answer the countryʼs call whenever it
comes,” Jin said in 2020. The group had
already benefited from a 2020 revision
to South Koreaʼs conscription law, which
moved the age limit for some entertain-
ers to sign up from 28 to 30 years old. A
majority of South Koreans — 59 per-

cent-favor expanding military service
exemptions, but there is staunch opposi-
tion from young men who have already
done it, local reports say.

Going solo 
For BTS, who have been making

music non-stop for nine years, it is likely
that creative burnout is a factor in their
decision to take time apart, Jeff
Benjamin, Billboardʼs K-pop columnist,
told AFP. Although the band have
announced breaks before, this time feels
more “significant” as all members will
work independently on new projects, he
said. All BTS members remain signed to
their label until 2026, which “is key to
keeping them together”, Benjamin said.

“If they get the freedom to try new
things creatively then it can help them
come work together in a better place,”
he said. “Iʼve always said that BTSʼ key
to connecting in a larger way has been
their honesty and openness, and this
continues... even if this news feels more
ominous.”— AFP

Nine years at the top:
The unstoppable 
rise of BTS

At the peak of their success, K-pop
megastars BTS made an emotional
announcement to fans: they were

taking a break from the supergroup to focus
on their solo careers.

The bombshell announcement late
Tuesday night sent shockwaves through
the septetʼs global fanbase, and caused the
share price of their label HYBE to plunge,
even as it pushed back, saying the band-
mates would still work together. AFP takes
a look back at the bandʼs record-setting run
to global superstardom:

2013 Debut 
On June 13, 2013, BTS debuts as a

seven-member boy band. The members-J-
Hope, Jimin, Jin, Jungkook, RM, Suga and
V-are selected through a combination of
recruitment and auditions, and undergo
intensive training before the groupʼs launch.

2017 US breakthrough 
Already stars in their native South

Korea, the band sets their sights on the
worldʼs largest music market: the United
States. They become the first K-pop act to
perform on the televised American Music
Awards.

2018 Billboard success 
In a vivid illustration of the bandʼs grow-

ing appeal, BTS becomes the first K-pop
group to top the US album charts. In May
2018, the band led the Billboard 200 —
which rank albums via sales, downloads
and streams-with their album “Love your-
self: Tear”.

United Nations 
As their cultural clout grows, BTS are

invited to speak at the United Nations. They
use the platform to tell young people to be
themselves. Addressing a packed hall at
the launch of a UNICEF youth campaign,
group leader RM urges youth to “just speak
yourself” regardless of their race, gender or
identity.

2019 UK chart success 
The band sets another record, becoming

the first Korean act to top Britainʼs album
chart with “Map of the soul: Persona”. The
milestone comes ahead of the groupʼs two
sold-out shows at Londonʼs famed
Wembley Stadium.

First break 
After topping charts in the US and

Britain, BTS takes their first “long-term”
break since their debut, citing a need to
“recharge and refresh”. But the band is
back within weeks, with a tour that included
a show in Saudi Arabia.

2020 ʻHot 100ʼ 
In September 2020, BTS becomes the

first South Korean act to dominate the top
US singles chart, with their English-lan-
guage hit “Dynamite” going to number one
on the Billboard Hot 100. The achievement
comes hours after BTS beat American
musical heavyweights including Lady
Gaga, Ariana Grande and Taylor Swift to
score the Best Pop award at MTV Video
Music Awards. The group goes on to top
the US singles chart repeatedly with other
songs including “Butter” and “Permission to
Dance”.

Grammy nominations 
BTS become the first Koreans to receive

a Grammy nomination. The group is nomi-
nated for best performance by a pop duo or
group for its English-language hit
“Dynamite”, but fails to win. BTS is nominat-
ed again in 2021, but after being disap-
pointed, Suga says: “Iʼm thankful there are
still barriers and challenges we can try to
work to overcome.”

2021 Artist of the Year 
BTS becomes the first Asian group to

win Artist of the Year at the American Music
Awards, the worldʼs largest fan-voted
awards show. The septet also scoops
awards for Favorite Pop Duo or Group and
Favorite Pop Song for their hit “Butter” at
the glitzy ceremony is Los Angeles. The win
marks the bandʼs ninth AMA.

Second break 
In December 2021, HYBE announces

that BTS will take a “second official extend-
ed period of rest” in order to recharge and
seek fresh inspiration. The band are quickly
performing again, with a sold-out series of
concerts in Seoul in March 2022, their first
post-pandemic performances in their native
land.

2022 White House 
In June 2022, BTS visits the White

House for a meeting with US President Joe
Biden. The group uses the trip to call out
growing anti-Asian hate crimes in the
United States.

A new hiatus? 
BTS announce theyʼre taking a break

from the group to focus on their solo
careers in an emotional video appearance.
Speaking to fans in a YouTube video mark-
ing the bandʼs ninth anniversary, the mem-
bers say they are “exhausted” and need
time apart. Their label HYBE pushes back,
saying BTS will be doing “team and individ-
ual projects simultaneously”. — AFP

In this file photo Boy band BTS arrive for the 61st Annual Grammy Awards in Los Angeles. In this file photo (from left to right) V, Suga, Jin, Jungkook, RM, Jimin, and J-Hope of BTS,
winners of the Favorite Pop Song, Favorite Pop Duo or Group, and Artist of the Year awards,
pose in the press room during the 2021 American Music Awards at Microsoft Theater in
Los Angeles, California.— AFP 

New Spider-Verse
film ‘tests limits
of animation’

With more than 240 characters
across six dimensions, the
makers of “Spider-Man: Across

the Spider-Verse” are pushing anima-
tion and storytelling to their limits with
the follow-up to their Oscar-winning hit.
Early, unfinished images of the sequel-
one of the most anticipated of 2023 —
received a standing ovation at the
Annecy International Animation Film
Festival in France on Tuesday.

It once again centers on New York
teenager Miles Morales, who is just one
of several different forms of spider
superhero spread across parallel
dimensions. Like the first installment,
2019ʼs “Spider-Man: Into the Spider-
Verse”, it is set to be a demonstration of
technical wizardry, with different visual
styles used for each of the universes
the superhero visits.

Among the scenes unveiled on
Tuesday was a wildly impressive fight
with a vulture in New Yorkʼs
Guggenheim Museum, with a heavily
pregnant Spider-woman crashing into
the scene on a motorcycle. Morales
“has always been the core of it. But we
didnʼt want to rest on our laurels and
take the easy path,” Kemp Powers, one
of the filmʼs three directors, told AFP.

The team feels the weight of expec-
tation this time around. The first film
was a sleeper hit, gradually building up
steam thanks to strong reviews and
audience reactions-ultimately winning
the best animation Oscar. “Itʼs very

ambitious-the idea was to push our-
selves creatively and test the limits of
what technology can do,” said co-direc-
tor Joachim dos Santos, while promis-
ing that the plot would still be compre-
hensible to everyone from “babies to
grandparents”. 

The team is having particular fun
creating new villain The Spot, to be
voiced by Jason Schwartzman, whose
body is a series of holes that look like a
shape-shifting, unfinished drawing.
“Animation is a wonderful medium
because thereʼs things you can only do
with animation,” co-director Justin
Thompson told AFP.

“You couldnʼt imagine any live action
medium being able to replicate what
weʼre doing right now with The Spot in
terms of his appearance, his move-
ment, his interaction with multiple peo-
ple at the same time... it would look so
cheesy in live action, but it actually
looks fluid in animation.” While the
directors enjoy escaping the limits of
reality- “none of the film is bound by
physics or gravity,” said Powers-there
are some unavoidable constraints.

“We take five or six years per film.
We have large crews but no one can
imagine how much time it takes to
make only a few seconds,” he said.
“While our imagination has no limits-
time is a limit.” The film is due for
worldwide release in June 2023 and a
third installment is planned for the fol-
lowing year.

The creators are determined that
both get a full theatrical release, espe-
cially after Powers had to see his pre-
vious film, Pixarʼs “Soul”, go straight to
streaming because of the pandemic.
“We make these for the big screen,
and these will be on the big screen,
barring an alien invasion or a world
war!” he said. — AFP 

‘Lightyear’ banned
in 14 markets 
after controversy

Disneyʼs latest animation “Lightyear,”
which features a same-sex kiss,
has been denied release in more

than a dozen mainly Muslim countries, a
source close to the company told AFP on
Tuesday. Countries across Asia and the
Middle East have refused to give Pixarʼs
“Toy Story” spinoff a showing, in the latest
development for parent company Disney
as it tries to navigate differing public and
political attitudes on LGBTQ issues.

Regulators in the United Arab
Emirates this week announced they were
banning the movie for “violation of the
countryʼs media content standards,”
tweeting a picture of titular hero Buzz
Lightyear in a red “No” symbol.
Indonesia-the worldʼs largest Muslim-
majority country-said it had not banned
the film, “but suggested the owner of the
movie think about their audience in
Indonesia where an LGBT kissing scene
is still considered sensitive.”

Rommy Fibri Hardiyanto, head of
Indonesiaʼs censoring office overseen by
the Ministry of Education and Culture, told
AFP that Disney has not offered a re-cut
version of “Lightyear.” In neighboring
Malaysia, the Film Censorship Board said
if cuts were not made the film would not
be screened in the country.

“It is not appropriate to show the two
scenes, and they are not suitable to be
viewed by children,” an official, who
declined to be named, told AFP. Disney is
understood to have declined to make any
cuts, offering the film “as is” in all markets.

As a result, a total of 14 countries and
territories where the company wanted to
show “Lightyear” have not granted the
film a release, AFP has learned. The oth-
ers are: Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, the Palestinian
Territories, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Syria.

Backstory 
“Lightyear” tells the backstory of the

main character from the hit franchise “Toy
Story”, an action figure who believes he is
real. The film follows Buzz Lightyear-sup-
posedly the astronaut adventurer that
inspired the figurine-as he and his fellow
space rangers crash land on a hostile
planet.

One scene depicts Buzzʼs best friend
Alisha Hawthorne kissing her wife. The
scene was already the subject of contro-
versy in the United States, where it had
originally been cut from the final film.
Pixar and Disney backtracked after
employees called them out, saying one of
the worldʼs largest entertainment compa-
nies was not sufficiently committed to
defending the rights of LGBTQ people.

The controversy came on the heels of
a law adopted in Florida, where Disney
employs some 75,000 people, which
bans the discussion of sexual orientation
in public schools. The company was ini-
tially silent on the measure. Under pres-
sure from the public and his own employ-
ees, Disney CEO Bob Chapek eventually
denounced the so-called “Donʼt Say Gay”
law, but in doing so drew the ire of
Republican lawmakers in the state.

Conservative politicians are now seek-
ing to remove certain perks the company
has long enjoyed. The episode has led to
Disney becoming a whipping boy for
right-wing media, where the name is
shorthand for what they say is performa-
tive “wokeness.”— AFP


